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Abstract: In recent years, the increasing penetration level of wind energy into power systems
has brought new issues and challenges. One of the main concerns is the issue of dynamic
response capability during outer disturbance conditions, especially the fault-tolerance capability
during asymmetrical faults. In order to improve the fault-tolerance and dynamic response
capability under asymmetrical grid fault conditions, an optimal integrated control scheme for the
grid-side voltage-source converter (VSC) of direct-driven permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG)-based wind turbine systems is proposed in this paper. The optimal control strategy includes
a main controller and an additional controller. In the main controller, a double-loop controller
based on differential flatness-based theory is designed for grid-side VSC. Two parts are involved in
the design process of the flatness-based controller: the reference trajectories generation of flatness
output and the implementation of the controller. In the additional control aspect, an auxiliary
second harmonic compensation control loop based on an improved calculation method for grid-side
instantaneous transmission power is designed by the quasi proportional resonant (Quasi-PR) control
principle, which is able to simultaneously restrain the second harmonic components in active power
and reactive power injected into the grid without the respective calculation for current control
references. Moreover, to reduce the DC-link overvoltage during grid faults, the mathematical model
of DC-link voltage is analyzed and a feedforward modified control factor is added to the traditional
DC voltage control loop in grid-side VSC. The effectiveness of the optimal control scheme is verified
in PSCAD/EMTDC simulation software.

Keywords: direct-driven permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)-based wind turbine;
fault-tolerant and dynamic response capability; differential flatness-based control; second harmonic
compensation control; feedforward control

1. Introduction

With the tremendously increasing total installed wind power capacity in power systems, large
scale wind power integration brings new challenges to the secure and stable operation of these
power systems [1,2]. Due to the international academic and industrial perspective that the wind is
stronger and more consistent offshore than onshore, the installation of offshore wind farms is growing
worldwide. Wind turbines based on wound rotor asynchronous generators have the main drawback
of significantly increased installation and maintenance costs, especially for wind turbines located
at sea. Therefore, based on the aspect of power system operation stability and the economic view
of developing offshore wind farms, permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)-based wind
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turbines (PMSG-WTs) with high efficiency, low maintenance requirements and quiet drive-trains are
expected to be widely deployed in the future [3].

In a power system where the wind power generation represents a major portion, the grid will
experience power outages and a drop of the system frequency if the wind farms trip off [4]. In some
national grid codes [5], the wind turbines should stay connected to the grid under grid fault conditions
to avoid power system stability problems. For PMSG-WTs, fault-tolerance capability in wind power
transmission and power converters becomes more and more important in order to increase their
reliability and availability [6], especially when asymmetrical faults happen. During asymmetrical
faults in a grid, on the one hand, grid-side active power injected into the grid is sharply reduced
and generator-side active power delivered by the PMSG basically remains unchanged, which would
cause the DC voltage to swell seriously; on the other hand, the unbalanced three-phase voltages
during asymmetrical faults would result in the continuous oscillation of transmission power and
DC voltage. Meanwhile, the dynamic response capability of wind power generation systems is
also a critical factor during disturbances, especially for the PMSG-based wind power systems that
transmit the captured power via full size power converter systems. With robust dynamic response
capability, the fluctuation amplitude of the wind generation system caused by disturbances would be
restrained, and the recovery process after the disturbances would be quick and smooth. Based on the
above statements, PMSG-based wind power system requires robust dynamic response ability and the
grid-side controller should be able to reduce the fluctuation of DC voltage and transmission power
during grid asymmetrical faults. Therefore, research on optimal control strategies to improve the fault
ride-through capability and dynamic response performance of PMSG is of great practical significance.

Various control strategies have been presented by researchers to improve the fault-tolerance
and dynamic response capability of wind power systems. In the aspect of enhancing the dynamic
response capability, a nonlinear control strategy to enhance the high-voltage direct current (HVDC)
light system stability according to the feedback linearization method was proposed in [7,8]. In [9],
a hybrid voltage controller combining a linear one with a variable-structure control element is
proposed for a pulse-width-modulation (PWM) voltage source inverter. A back-stepping power
control design for the grid-side voltage source converter (VSC) in wind power generation systems
is presented in [10] to maintain the stability of the DC voltage and realize the power control of the
grid-side VSC in a wind power system. These mentioned nonlinear control strategies used for PWM
converters all require precise models and complicated algorithms, which demand a large amount of
computation time that decreases the control efficiency. In the aspect of improving the asymmetrical
fault-tolerance capability, a mathematical model of doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) under
asymmetrical voltage is established in [11] and a dual proportional-integral (PI) current control
strategy is proposed in [11] to achieve the attenuation of active power pulsation. A dual sequence
current control of a PMSG grid-side converter is proposed in [4,12] to reduce DC voltage fluctuations.
In [13,14], a new transient management scheme for voltage-source converter high voltage direct current
(VSC-HVDC) links connecting wind farms is presented, which utilizes negative sequence current
injection to minimize DC-link voltage ripples and to compensate AC network voltage unbalance,
respectively. In [15,16], a new direct power control algorithm based on space vector modulation
using sliding mode control is presented, which aims at inhibiting the second order harmonics of
DC-bus voltage. The application of a dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) connected to variable speed
wind turbines to allow wind turbine systems an uninterruptible fault ride-through of voltage dips is
investigated in [17,18]. Although these improved control schemes have some certain control effects
on the fault-tolerance capability of wind turbines, only one aspect of various problems is solved and
some control schemes apply extra hardware, such as crowbars, DVRs and so on. The selective control
targets considering active power ripple, reactive power oscillation, DC voltage fluctuation and DC-link
overvoltage cannot be obtained at a same time due to the different control reference calculations.
Meanwhile, the dynamic response capability is significant to PMSG-based wind power generation
systems during disturbances. The development of fault-tolerant control schemes and robust dynamic
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response capability for PMSG-based systems with the capability to maintain their operation during
fault occurrence is of interest both to academia and industry.

An optimal integrated control scheme of a grid-side VSC to enhance the fault-tolerance and
dynamic response capability for PMSG wind turbine systems is presented in this paper. This enhanced
control scheme adopts a modified main controller and additional compensation controllers instead of
the conventional double-loop PI controller to ameliorate the asymmetrical fault tolerance capability and
the robustness of dynamic response capability for PMSG-base wind power systems. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: in Section 2, the PMSG wind power system description and modeling is introduced
as basic knowledge and the main controller is designed according to the differential flatness-based (DFB)
theory. The additional controllers composed of second harmonic compensation controller and modified
feedforward control loop in DC voltage controller are presented in Section 3. Finally, the correctness and
effectiveness of the proposed control scheme is validated by simulations in PSCAD/EMTDC software.

2. Design of Main Controller

As a PMSG grid-side VSC system is a non-linear system, the linear double closed-loop PI regulator
cannot satisfy the control requirements of grid-side VSC during disturbances. An optimal non-linear
control based on DFB theory is proposed in this paper, which has stronger and robust dynamic
response capability and can effectively improve the dynamic performance of grid-side VSCs.

2.1. Introduction of Differential Flatness-Based Theory

The DFB theory with respect to non-linear system was presented by Fliess et al. [19,20] in the
1990s. The concept of flatness-based system aims to reveal the existence of structural form for the
characteristics of nonlinear systems. Flatness-based theory is an effective nonlinear approach to
designing controllers for nonlinear systems. The flatness property is used to control continuous
nonlinear systems with good performance. The control strategy based on differential flatness-based
theory shows robust dynamic performance during perturbations and disturbances [21,22].

According to DFB theory, a system is considered to be differentially flat if a set of variables (flat
output components) can be found such that all state variable and input components can be determined
from these output components and its finite order differentiation without any integration [23].

A non-linear dynamic system is shown in Equation (1):
.
x “ f px, uq (1)

where x is the state vector and u is the input vector (xPRn and uPRm). The system is considered to be
differentially flat if an output yPRm can be expressed as Equation (2):
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x “ X
´

y,
.
y,

..
y, . . . , ypkq

¯

u “ U
´

y,
.
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..
y, . . . , yplq

¯

(2)

where rank(X) = n, rank(U) = m; j, k, and l are positive integers; y is called the flat output. The selection
of output y is not constant with respect to the different practical requirement.

The core of control laws using differential flatness-based theory is realized in two main steps
as follows:

(a) Generation of the predicted reference trajectory: the desired reference state trajectory should
be generated according to the flat output signals and then the corresponding controlled input
trajectory is produced as the feedforward control variables;

(b) Feedback compensation for tracking error: feedback compensation is used to adjust the tracking
error caused by system uncertainty or external disturbances.

In the control system based on DFB theory, yref represents the desired flat output and the tracking
error is ∆y, where ∆y = y ´ yref. The system could be linearized at ∆y = 0 [24] and keep stable at ∆y = 0
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through error compensation controller. The structural diagram of a DFB control system is shown in
Figure 1.Energies 2016, 9, 307 4 of 27 
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Figure 1. Structural diagram of a differential flatness-based (DFB) control system.

In Figure 1, a PI controller is used as the error compensation controller; uf and ub represent the
feedforward control variable and feedback compensation variable, respectively; u* means the ultimate
reference control input.

2.2. Differential Flatness-Based Description of PMSG Grid-Side System

The topological structure of PMSG-based wind turbine system is shown in Figure 2. The PMSG is
directly driven by a wind turbine and connected to the grid by back-to-back VSCs [25].
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Figure 2. Topological structure of a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) wind
power system.

In Figure 1, Uga, Ugb, Ugc are the three-phase voltages of the grid side of the grid-side converter.
Usa, Usb, Usc represent the three-phase voltages of the grid. isa, isb, isc are the three-phase currents of
the grid side of the grid-side converter. irec and iinv represent the generator-side input current and
grid-side output current respectively, Udc and idc are the voltage and current in DC-link.

Based on the PMSG system structure shown in Figure 2, the mathematical model of the grid-side
voltage equations in synchronous rotating dq frame can be written as follows:

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

Usd “ Risd ` L disd
dt `Ugd ´ωLisq

Usq “ Risq ` L disq
dt `Ugq ´ωLisd

C dUdc
dt “ irec ´ iinv “ idc

(3)

where Usd, Usq, isd and isq stand for the grid voltage and current components represented in the dq
reference frame, respectively. Ugd and Ugq represent the VSC ac-side voltage components in the dq
reference frame.

By orienting the d-axis along the grid voltage, Ugq equals zero. The active and reactive power at
the grid-side VSC can be written in the synchronous reference frame as:

$

&

%

Ps “
3
2 Ugdisd

Qs “ ´
3
2 Ugdisq

(4)
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When the loss of power is ignored, Udc can be expressed as:

Udc “
3
2

Ugdisd

idc
(5)

Then the dynamic expression of Udc is:

C
dUdc

dt
“

3
2

Ugdisd

Udc
(6)

In this paper, the grid-side converter is used to control DC voltage and reactive power. Therefore,
Udc and isq are selected as the state vectors (x1, x2)T; Ugd and Ugq are input vectors (u1, u2)T; isd and isq

are selected as the output vectors (y1, y2)T.
According to Equations (1)–(6), x and u can be expressed as the function of y as:

x “

«

Udc

isq

ff

“

»

–

3
2

Ugd
idc

isd

isq

fi

fl “ Y1 py1, y2q (7)
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«

Ugd

Ugq

ff

“

»

–

Usd ´ Risd ´ L
.
isd `ωLisq

Usq ´ Risq ´ L
.
isq ´ωLisd

fi

fl “ Y2
`

y1,
.
y1, y2,

.
y2
˘

(8)

According to the function relationship described in Equations (7) and (8), the grid-side VSC
system of a PMSG can be regarded as a DFB system.

2.3. Design of Differential Flatness-Based Controller for Grid-Side Voltage Source Converter

The feedforward reference control input can be generated by the mathematical model of VSC in
Equation (1), while the feedback control loop is adopted to compensate the flat output error caused by
disturbances and uncertainties of the system model. The designed DFB controller applies the cascade
double closed-loop control structure where the feedforward input control is more important than the
feedback compensation control, which is different from the conventional PI controller.

In the design of outer loop control, Udc and isq are chosen as the flat output according to the
control objective, namely, y = [y1, y2]T = [Udc, isq]T. According to the Udc modelling in Equation (3),
the active power transmission model from generator-side to grid can be expressed as:

UdcC
dUdc

dt
“ Pg ´ Ps “ Udcirec ´

3
2

Ugdisd (9)

where Pg and Ps represent the generator-side active power and the grid-side active power respectively.
In the feedforward control of the differential flatness-based theory, the desired feedforward

control reference value is obtained via the flat output nominal value [26]. According to Equation (9),
the feedforward control reference value of outer loop active component can be calculated as:

i˚sd,f “
2

3Ugd

ˆ

U˚dcirec ´ CU˚dc
dU˚dc

dt

˙

(10)

where U*dc is the DC voltage rated value.
Based on DFB theory, the DC voltage error ∆Udc = Udc ´ U*dc. In order to compensate the system

disturbance impact, the feedback control reference value of the active component is calculated by the
introduction of the following PI control regulator:

i˚sd, b “

ˆ

kp1 `
ki1

s

˙

`

∆U˚dc ´ ∆Udc
˘

(11)

where kp1 and ki1 are PI control parameters. To eliminate the error of Udc, ∆U*dc = 0, according to
Equations (10) and (11), the total active component reference value of the flatness-based outer loop
control can be expressed as:
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i˚sd “ i˚sd, f ` i˚sd, b (12)

For the reactive component reference value i*sq, the feedforward control reference value of outer
loop reactive component can be written in Equation (13):

i˚sq, f “ ´
2Q˚s
3Ugd

(13)

where Q*s is the rated value of the reactive power. Similarly, the error of the reactive power is
∆Qs = Qs ´ Q*s and the feedback control reference value of reactive component can be calculated by
Equation (14):

i˚sq, b “

ˆ

kp2 `
ki2

s

˙

p∆Q˚s ´ ∆Qsq (14)

where kp2 and ki2 are PI control parameters, ∆Q*s = 0. The total reactive component reference value of
flatness-based outer control can be calculated as:

i˚sq “ i˚sq, f ` i˚sq, b (15)

In the design of inner loop control, the feedforward control reference values U*gd, f and U*gq, f are:
$

’

&

’

%

U˚gd, f “ Usd ´ Ri˚sd ´ L di˚sd
dt `ωLi˚sq

U˚gq, f “ Usq ´ Ri˚sq ´ L
di˚sq
dt ´ωLi˚sd

(16)

Similar to the design procedure in outer loop control, the error of isd and isq can be described
as ∆isd = isd ´ i*sd, ∆isq = isq ´ i*sq. Based on the linearization of Equation (16) at ∆isd = ∆isq =0, the
feedback control reference values U*gd, b and U*gq, b can be expressed as:

$

’

&

’

%

U˚gd, b “ ´
´

kp3 `
ki3
s

¯

`

∆i˚sd ´ ∆isd
˘

`ωL∆isq

U˚gq, b “ ´
´

kp4 `
ki4
s

¯´

∆i˚sq ´ ∆isq

¯

´ωL∆isd

(17)

where kp3, kp4, ki3, ki4 are PI control parameters, and ∆i*sd = ∆i*sq = 0. According to
Equations (16) and (17), the total control reference value of flatness-based inner loop control can
be calculated by Equation (17):

$

&

%

U˚gd “ U˚gd, f `U˚gd, b

U˚gq “ U˚gq, f `U˚gq, b

(18)

In summary, the main DFB control system diagram of PMSG grid-side VSC is shown in Figure 3.
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3. Design of the Additional Controller

There are two main control objects in the proposed additional control scheme: (1) a compensation
control loop to simultaneously restrain the oscillation of grid-side active power and reactive power
without the requirement of respectively calculating the inner current control references for different
control objectives; and (2) a feedforward modified control factor reflecting the DC-link power imbalance
in the traditional DC voltage controller to reduce DC-link overvoltage during grid fault conditions.

3.1. Compensation Controller to Restrain the Second Harmonic Oscillations of Transmission Power

During asymmetrical faults, the Uga, Ugb, Ugc and isa, isb, isc, can be decomposed into positive
sequence and negative sequence components during asymmetrical faults:

$

&

%

Ug “ UP
gdq `UN

gdq “ Ugαβe´jωt `Ugαβejωt

is “ iPsdq ` iNsdq “ isαβe´jωt ` isαβejωt
(19)

where Ugαβ = Ugα + jUgβ and isαβ = isα + jisβ are the voltage and current components in α-β stationary
coordinate system; UP

gdq = UP
gd + jUP

gq and iPsdq = iPsd + jiPsq denote the voltage and current components
in positive anticlockwise rotating coordinate system; UN

gdq = UN
gd + juN

gq and iNsdq = iNsd + jiNsq

represent the voltage and current components in negative clockwise rotating coordinate system.
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According to Equation (19) and Figure 4, the relationship between the positive sequence components
of Usa, b, c, Uga, b, c and isa, b, c and the negative sequence components of Usa, b, c, Uga, b, c and isa, b, c are:

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

UP
sdq “ UN

sdqe´j2ωt, UN
sdq “ UP

sdqej2ωt

UP
gdq “ UN

gdqe´j2ωt, UN
gdq “ UP

gdqej2ωt

iPsdq “ iNsdqe´j2ωt, iNsdq “ iPsdqej2ωt

(20)

Based on the transformed relationship of the voltages and currents in Equations (19) and (20)
between different sequences of rotating coordinates, Usdq, Ugdq and isdq can be entirely transformed
into a positive sequence rotating coordinate:

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

Usdq “ UP
sdqp`q `UN

sdqp´q “ UP
sdqp`q `UP

sdqp´qe
j2ωt

Ugdq “ UP
gdqp`q `UN

gdqp´q “ UP
gdqp`q `UP

gdqp´qe
j2ωt

isdq “ iPsdqp`q ` iNsdqp´q “ iPsdqp`q ` iPsdqp´qe
j2ωt

(21)

where the subscripts “(+)” and “(´)” represent the positive sequence and negative sequence,
respectively; superscripts “P” and “N” denote being in a positive or negative sequence rotating frame,
respectively; the negative sequence components in the negative rotating frame UN

sdq(´), UN
gdq(´),
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and iNsdq(´) are converted into the ones in positive rotating frame as UP
sdq(´)ej2ωt, UP

gdq(´)ej2ωt

and iPsdq(´)ej2ωt.
Due to the double-frequency characteristics of the transformation factor ej2ωt in

Equations (20) and (21), the negative sequence components in the positive rotating frame are
hence regarded as second harmonic components, whereas the positive sequence components in the
positive rotating frame are DC components. Therefore, Usa, b, c, Uga, b, c and isa, b, c can be expressed as
the sum of DC components and second harmonic components.

In order to control the second harmonic components of voltage and current independently, the
double frequency voltage equations of PMSG grid-side VSC can be written as:

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

UP
sdp´q “ RiPsdp´q ` L

diPsdp´q
dt `UP

gdp´q ´ωLiPsqp´q

UP
sqp´q “ RiPsqp´q ` L

diPsqp´q
dt `UP

gqp´q `ωLiPsdp´q

(22)

Based on the derivation of transmission power in [27,28], the active and reactive power in grid-side
of PMSG during asymmetrical faults are:

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

P0 “
3
2 pU

P
gd IP

sd `UP
gq IP

sq `UN
gd IN

sd `UN
gq IN

sqq

Pc2 “
3
2 pU

P
gd IN

sd `UP
gq IN

sq `UN
gd IP

sd `UN
gq IP

sqq

Ps2 “
3
2 pU

N
gd IP

sq ´UN
gq IP

sd ´UP
gd IN

sq `UP
gq IN

sdq

Q0 “
3
2 pU

P
gd IP

sq ´UP
gq IP

sd `UN
gd IN

sq ´UN
gq IN

sdq

Qc2 “
3
2 pU

P
gd IN

sq ´UP
gq IN

sd `UN
gd IP

sq ´UN
gq IP

sdq

Qs2 “
3
2 pU

P
gq IN

sq `UP
gd IN

sd ´UN
gq IP

sq ´UN
gd IP

sdq

(23)

#

Ps “ P0 ` Pc2cos p2ωtq ` Ps2sin p2ωtq

Qs “ Q0 `Qc2cos p2ωtq `Qs2sin p2ωtq
(24)

According to the VSC instantaneous power calculated in [29], six power components (P0, Pc2, Ps2,
Q0, Qc2, Qs2) need to be regulated during asymmetrical faults, while only four current components
(iPsd, iNsd, iPsq, iNsq) in the dq frame can be chosen as control variables. Therefore, the six power
components cannot be regulated to the reference values without any special transformation for the
transmission power equations. In this paper, the second harmonic components of grid-side active
and reactive power are regarded as the sum of cosine harmonic components Pc2cos(2ωt), Qc2cos(2ωt)
and the sum of sinusoidal harmonic components Ps2sin(2ωt), Qs2sin(2ωt) respectively, thus the total
second harmonic components of P and Q can be calculated as:

P2 “ Pc2cos p2ωtq ` Ps2sin p2ωtq

“ 3
2

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

UP
gdp`q

´

iNsdp´qcos p2ωtq ` iNsqp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

`UP
gqp`q

´

iNsqp´qcos p2ωtq ´ iNsdp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

`iPsdp`q

´

UN
gdp´qcos p2ωtq `UN

gqp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

`iPsqp`q

´

UN
gqp´qcos p2ωtq ´UN

gdp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

“ 3
2

´

UP
gdp`qi

P
sdp´q `UP

gqp`qi
P
sqp´q `UP

gdp´qi
P
sdp`q `UP

gqp´qi
P
sqp`q

¯

(25)
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Q2 “ Qc2cos p2ωtq `Qs2sin p2ωtq

“ 3
2

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

UP
gdp`q

´

iNsqp´qcos p2ωtq ´ iNsdp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

´UP
gqp`q

´

iNsdp´qcos p2ωtq ` iNsqp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

`iPgdp`q

´

UN
gdp´qsin p2ωtq ´UN

gqp´qcos p2ωtq
¯

`iPgqp`q

´

UN
gdp´qcos p2ωtq `UN

gqp´qsin p2ωtq
¯

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

“ 3
2

´

UP
gdp`qi

P
sqp´q `UP

gdp´qi
P
sdp`q ´UP

gqp`qi
P
sdp´q ´UP

gqp´qi
P
sdp`q

¯

(26)

In order to restrain the oscillation of the grid-side P and Q, the second harmonic components P2

and Q2 are considered to be the control variables and a compensation control loop for second harmonic
components is designed according to Equation (22), which can be seen as the supplementary part to
the main controller.

In this paper, d-axis voltage component depicts the grid-side voltage amplitude, which means
UP

sq(+) = 0. Typically, the amplitude of negative sequence voltage component in positive rotating
coordinate fluctuates slightly around 0. Therefore, Equations (25) and (26) can be simplified as:

$

’

&

’

%

P2 “
3
2

´

UP
gdp`qi

P
sdp´q `UP

gdp´qi
P
sdp`q

¯

Q2 “
3
2

´

UP
gdp`qi

P
sqp´q `UP

gdp´qi
P
sqp`q

¯

(27)

In order to obtain the control variables defined by P2 and Q2, Equation (27) can be differentiated as:
$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

dP2
dt “

3
2

ˆ

UP
gdp`q

diPsdp´q
dt `UP

gdp´q
diPsdp`q

dt

`iPsdp`q

dUP
gdp´q
dt ` iPsdp´q

dUP
gdp`q
dt

˙

dQ2
dt “

3
2

ˆ

UP
gdp`q

diPsqp´q
dt `UP

gdp´q

diPsqp`q
dt

`iPsqp`q

dUP
gdp´q
dt ` iPsqp´q

dUP
gdp`q
dt

˙

(28)

where the positive sequence components UP
gd(+), iPsd(+) and iPsq(+) in positive rotating coordinate are

DC components, the derivation of which are zero and thus Equation (28) can be simplified as:
$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

dP2
dt “

3
2

ˆ

UP
gdp`q

diPsdp´q
dt ` iPsdp`q

dUP
gdp´q
dt

˙

dQ2
dt “

3
2

ˆ

UP
gdp`q

diPsqp´q
dt ` iPsqp`q

dUP
gdp´q
dt

˙

(29)

According to the differentiated components of P2 and Q2 in Equation (29), Equation (22) can be
rewritten and the control equation of P2 and Q2 can be expressed as:

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

UP
gdp´q “

LIP
sdp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt `UP

sdp´q ´ RIP
sdp´q

`ωLIP
sqp´q ´

2L
3UP

sdp`q

dP2
dt

UP
gqp´q “ ´

LIP
sqp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt ´UP

sqp´q ` RIP
sdp´q

`ωLIP
sdp´q ´

2L
3UP

sdp`q

dQ2
dt

(30)
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where UP
gd(´) and UP

gq(´) are the second harmonic compensation controlled voltage variables in the
optimal control strategy.

In the compensation controller described by Equation (30), the key point is the adoption of an
optimal approach which can effectively control P2 and Q2. In normal control strategies, a PI controller
is usually used, the disadvantage of which is that it can only trace DC components. Therefore, the
zero steady-state control error of the second harmonic components P2 and Q2 cannot be achieved
through PI control function. The basic functionality of the proportional resonant (PR) controller is to
realize zero steady-state error control for AC signals at a specific resonant frequency. However, the PR
controller is difficult to realize in practical engineering and its stability decreases during disturbances
because of the narrow bandwidth. To overcome the disadvantages of PI and PR controllers, the quasi
proportional resonant (Quasi-PR) controller [30,31] is employed in this paper to design the second
harmonic compensation control loop.

The Quasi-PR controller can achieve zero steady-state error tracking for signals of a selected
frequency, which is similar to PR controller. Furthermore, a Quasi-PR controller can still achieve
zero steady-state error during grid disturbances because of its relatively wide bandwidth, such as
asymmetrical faults in grid, which improves the drawbacks of PR controller [30,31]. Therefore, the
Quasi-PR controller is adopted to control the double frequency components P2 and Q2 in this paper.
The typical Quasi-PR controller is defined as:

G psq “ Kp ` Kr
2ωcs

s2 ` 2ωcs`ω2
R

(31)

where Kp and Kr represent the proportional coefficient and the resonant coefficient respectively;ωR and
ωc are the resonant frequency and cut-off frequency. In this paper, ωR is set as twice the fundamental
grid frequency to reduce the double frequency fluctuation of active power and reactive power in grid.

To describe the optimal control structure clearly, Equation (30) can be described as:

$

’

&

’

%

UP
gdp´q “ Vgd ´

2L
3UP

sdp`q
Ugd2

UP
gqp´q “ Vgq ´

2L
3UP

sdp`q
Ugq2

(32)

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

Vgd “
LiPsdp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt `UP

sdp´q

´RiPsdp´q `ωLiPsqp´q

“ Vsd1 `
´

UP
sdp´q ´ RiPsdp´q `ωLiPsqp´q

¯

Vgq “ ´
LiPsqp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt ´UP

sqp´q

`RiPsdp´q `ωLiPsdp´q

“ Vsd2 `
´

´UP
sqp´q ` RIP

sdp´q `ωLIP
sdp´q

¯

(33)

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

Vsd1 “
LiPsdp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt

Vsd2 “ ´
LiPsqp`q

UP
sdp`q

dUP
sdp´q
dt

(34)
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Ugd2 and Ugq2 can be designed according to Quasi-PR control principle as follows:

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

Ugd2 “

ˆ

Kp ` Kr
2ωcs

s2`2ωcs`ω2
R

˙

pP2ref ´ P2q

Ugq2 “

ˆ

Kp ` Kr
2ωcs

s2`2ωcs`ω2
R

˙

pQ2ref ´Q2q

(35)

In Equations (33) and (34), the components in brackets are included in the main control procedure
and thus omitted in the compensation control loop; Vsd1 and Vsd2 are regarded as the compensation
voltage components; In Equation (35), P2 and Q2 are the actual second harmonic components of active
and reactive grid-side power, which are obtained through bandpass filter; P2ref and Q2ref represent the
reference values of P2 and Q2 respectively, and P2ref = Q2ref = 0.

According to the analysis and design in Section 3.1, in order to restrain the fluctuation of DC
voltage and transmission power in PMSG system under asymmetric grid fault conditions, an additional
controller based on Equations (29)–(34) is added to the main DFB controller in of PMSG grid-side VSC.

3.2. Control Strategy to Reduce DC-Link Overvoltage

In order to restrain DC voltage swell during grid-side faults, a feedforward compensational
control term reflecting the power imbalance on the two sides of DC-link is added to the traditional DC
voltage control loop.

The regulation for DC voltage is accomplished through the control of d-axis current isd [32]. During
grid faults, the overvoltage would happen in the DC-link caused by the imbalance of generator-side
active power and grid-side active power. In traditional DC voltage control strategy, the regulation
speed of isd cannot satisfy the requirements of DC voltage stability during grid faults. In this paper, an
additionally compensational signal reflecting the power imbalance on the two sides of DC-link is added
to the grid-side DC voltage controller to improve the dynamic characteristics of DC voltage regulator.

The dynamic model of transmission active power on DC side can be represented by the following
equation as:

CUdc
dUdc

dt
“ Pg ´ Ps (36)

where Pg and Ps denote the generator-side active power and grid-side active power, respectively.
In order to compensate the power imbalance, the compensational active power can be written as

∆P = Ps ´ Pg. According to P calculated in Equation (4), the additionally compensational signal can be
expressed as:

∆ig “
2
`

Ps ´ Pg
˘

3Us
(37)

where ∆ig represents the additionally compensational current signal, which is combined with the main
DFB outer loop control output i*sd to generate the new modified d-axis current reference value.

According to the description and analysis of the proposed optimal control schemes, the overall
control block diagram of optimal control scheme is shown in Figure 5. In the presented optimal
integrated control scheme, the main and additional controllers jointly have an improved effect on the
dynamic response characteristics and fault-tolerance capability of PMSG wind power systems.
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4. Simulation Results

4.1. Simulation Model Description

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed optimal control strategy, the overall structure of
PMSG-based wind power system for simulation is shown in Figure 6. Here, the grid-side converter
is connected to an infinite grid through a three-phase 3.0/35.0 kV transformer. The parameters
of wind turbine, PMSG, converter and transmission system are listed in Tables 1–3 respectively.
Simulations have been carried out using the PSCAD/EMTDC software. The control effects of
traditional double-loop PI control strategy and the proposed optimal control strategy are analyzed
and compared via two grid-side simulating asymmetrical fault conditions.
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Table 1. Definition of the variables used in the wind turbine simulation model.

Name Value Unit

Blade radius 58 m
Cut-in speed 4 m/s

Rated wind speed 12 m/s
Cut-out speed 25 m/s
Rated power 5.2 MVA
Rated speed 12.24 r/min
Air density 1.225 kg/m3

Cp 0.466 -
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Table 2. Definition of the variables used in the PMSG simulation model.

Name Value Unit

Rated voltage 3 kV
Rated power 5.3 MVA

Number of poles 49 -
Rated frequency 10 Hz
d-axis reactance 11 mH
q-axis reactance 11 mH

Leakage reactance 1 mH

Table 3. Parameters definition of the converter and transmission system in simulations.

Name Value Unit

Rated DC-link voltage 4.8 kV
DC-link capacitor 8000 µF

Pulse-width-modulation (PWM) converter switching frequency 4000 Hz
Inductance at the AC side of grid-side converter 0.0008 H

Resistance at the AC side of grid-side converter Transmission
inductance

0.002 Ω
1.5 H

Transmission resistance 0.1 Ω
Ratio of the step-up transformer 3/35 kV

Rated capacity of the step-up transformer 50 MVA
Frequency of grid-side and transmission system 50 Hz

4.2. Cases Studies

In the simulations, two asymmetrical grid fault cases at the high-voltage side of transformer
are emulated to verify the effectiveness of the proposed optimal control scheme compared with the
traditional double-loop PI control strategy and the DDSRF (decoupled double synchronous reference
frame) current control method. A single-phase-grounding grid fault and a phase-to-phase grid fault
are simulated at the high-voltage side of the transformer in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. In each
case, the PMSG wind power system performances during the asymmetrical faults are analyzed to test
the control effect of the proposed optimal control scheme.

4.2.1. Case 1: Single-Phase-to-Ground Short-Circuit Grid Fault

A temporary single-phase-to-ground fault is set at the high-voltage side of the transformer. Wind
speed is set to 10 m/s and constant in the simulation; the fault occurs at t = 3 s and it’s cleared at
t = 3.3 s, which lasts 300 ms. The simulation step time is 50 µs and the total simulation time is 10 s.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 7.

In the simulation results below, Figure 7a1–h1 is the simulation results when the traditional PI
controller is used; Figure 7a2–h2 shows the simulation results when the differential flatness-based main
controller is adopted independently; Figure 7a3–h3 shows the simulation results when the differential
flatness-based main controller and the additional controller are used together.

Figure 7a1–b3 shows the simulation results about DC-link voltage when the traditional PI
controller or the differential flatness-based controller without and with the additional controller
is used. When traditional PI controller is used, DC voltage increases seriously and contains a high
content of second harmonic components. After the fault is cleared at t = 3.3 s, DC voltage recovers
to the rated value after t = 3.9 s with undesired oscillation. Compared to the results with traditional
control, the DC-link voltage increase with the flatness-based controller can be reduced when the grid
fault happens while the overvoltage and the oscillation still exist.
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harmonic components of grid-side active power; (e1–e3) Grid-side reactive power; (f1–f3) Second
harmonic components of grid-side reactive power; (g1–g3) Voltage at the low-voltage side of the
transformer during grid short-circuit fault; (h1–h3) Current at the low-voltage side of the transformer
during grid short-circuit fault.

For the process after the clearance of fault, DC voltage with the flatness-based controller recovers
in 0.2 s and the recovery process is smooth and without fluctuations. When the proposed additional
controller is used together with the flatness-based control, DC-link overvoltage is almost eliminated
and the second harmonic oscillation of DC voltage is reduced. After the fault is cleared at t = 3.3 s, DC
voltage can be adjusted to the reference value rapidly and smoothly.

For the results in Figure 7c1–f3, the performances of grid-side active power and reactive power
with different controllers are presented. It can be seen that the active and reactive power with
flatness-based controller decrease less when the fault occurs and minor fluctuations occur during
the grid fault compared with the results under traditional PI control. The oscillation of active power
and reactive power can be seen when either the traditional PI control or the flatness-based control is
adopted. With the additional controller, the second harmonic oscillation of active power and reactive
power shown in Figure 7c3,e3 are restrained simultaneously. After the fault is removed at t = 3.3 s, the
active power and reactive power with the proposed controller recovers more rapidly and steadily than
with the traditional control.

From Figure 7g1,h1, the waveforms of the grid-side converter voltage and current are seriously
distorted, and the current fluctuates significantly under the traditional PI control strategy. When the
flatness-based controller is adopted, it can be seen from Figure 7g2,h2 that the current fluctuation is
reduced. However, the voltage and current harmonics still exist, which causes continuous pulsations of
the transmission power. After the second harmonic compensation is activated via the additional controller,
Figure 7g3,h3 shows that the waveforms of the voltage and current become smoother and less distorted.

In order to show the improvement of the proposed additional second harmonic compensation
control compared with other general used methods, we have adopted the DDSRF [33] method to
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design a DDSRF-based dual-PI controller [4,34] to enhance the effectiveness and the advantage of the
proposed harmonic compensation method by comparative simulations.

In the DDSRF-based dual-PI current controller, the current reference of different control targets is
calculated according to Equation (23). Due to the limited degrees of freedom, the current references
have to be calculated with the different control targets of restraining active power second harmonics
or reducing reactive power second harmonic oscillations, respectively. In the simulations, the
DDSRF-based control with the target to restrain the second harmonic components of active power is
defined as "DDSRF control I"; the DDSRF-based control with the target to restrain the second harmonic
components of reactive power is defined as “DDSRF control II”. The proposed harmonic compensation
controller is used independently without the proposed differential flatness-based main controller and
the additional DC voltage modification controller.

In the simulation plots below, Figure 8a1–a8 is the simulation results when the conventional PI
controller is used; Figure 8b1–b8 show the simulation results when the DDSRF control I is adopted;
Figure 8c1–c8 is the simulation results when the DDSRF control II is used; Figure 8d1–d8 is the
simulation results when the proposed additional second harmonic compensation control is applied
independently without the proposed flatness-based main controller and the additional DC voltage
modification controller.

As can be seen from Figure 8b1–b6, the second harmonic pulsations of active power and DC
voltage decrease to a very low level with the regulation effect of DDSRF control I. As the current
reference is calculated to restrain the second harmonics of active power in DDSRF control I, the second
harmonic oscillation in reactive power cannot be effectively reduced.
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Figure 8. Simulation results of single-phase-to-ground grid fault condition under different controllers.
(a1) Udc (conventional control); (a2) Second harmonics of Udc (conventional control); (a3) P
(conventional control); (a4) Second harmonics of P (conventional control); (a5) Q (conventional control);
(a6) Second harmonics of Q (conventional control); (a7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer
(conventional control); (a8) Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer (conventional control);
(b1) Udc (DDSRF control I); (b2) Second harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control I); (b3) P (DDSRF control I);
(b4) Second harmonics of P (DDSRF control I); (b5) Q (DDSRF control I); (b6) Second harmonics of Q
(DDSRF control I); (b7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (b8) Currents
at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (c1) Udc (DDSRF control II); (c2) Second
harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control II); (c3) P (DDSRF control II); (c4) Second harmonics of P (DDSRF
control II); (c5) Q (DDSRF control II); (c6) Second harmonics of Q (DDSRF control II); (c7) Voltages at the
low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control II); (c8) Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer
+ (DDSRF control II); (d1) Udc (proposed additional harmonic control); (d2) Second harmonics of Udc

(proposed additional harmonic control); (d3) P (proposed additional harmonic control); (d4) Second
harmonics of P (proposed additional harmonic control); (d5) Q (proposed additional harmonic control);
(d6) Second harmonics of Q (proposed additional harmonic control); (d7) Voltages at the low-voltage
side of transformer (proposed additional harmonic control); (d8) Currents at the low-voltage side of
transformer (proposed additional harmonic control).

Figure 8c1–c6 shows that the second harmonic pulsations of reactive power are reduced to a very
low level with the regulation effect of DDSRF control II. However, the second harmonic fluctuations of
active power and DC voltage still exist.

As shown in Figure 8d1–d6, the second harmonic oscillations of active power, reactive power and
DC voltage can be simultaneously restrained to a very low level by the control effect of the proposed
additional harmonic compensation controller.

According to the simulation results of voltages and currents under different control schemes, the
waveforms of the voltages and currents with the proposed harmonic compensation controller become
smoother and less distorted.

4.2.2. Case 2: Phase-to-Phase Short-Circuit Grid Fault

A temporary phase-to-phase fault is emulated at the high-voltage side of the PMSG wind power
system. Wind speed is constant at 10 m/s in the simulations; the fault happens at t = 3 s and it’s cleared
at t = 3.3 s, so it lasts 300 ms. The simulation step time is 50 µs and the total simulation time is 10 s.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 9.

In the simulation results below, Figure 9a1–h1 is the simulation results when the traditional PI
controller is used; Figure 9a2–h2 expresses the simulation results when the differential flatness-based
main controller is adopted independently; Figure 9a3–h3 shows the simulation results when the
differential flatness-based main controller and the additional controller are used together.
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Figure 9. Simulation results of phase-to-phase grid fault condition. (a1–a3) DC voltage; (b1–b3) Second
harmonic components of DC voltage; (c1–c3) Grid-side active power; (d1–d3) Second harmonic
components of grid-side active power; (e1–e3) Grid-side reactive power; (f1–f3) Second harmonic
components of grid-side reactive power; (g1–g3) Voltage at the low-voltage side of the transformer
during grid short-circuit fault; (h1–h3) Current at the low-voltage side of the transformer during grid
short-circuit fault.

The simulation results of DC-link voltage with different controllers are presented in Figure 9a1–b3.
As can be seen in Figure 9a1,b1, the DC voltage under the traditional PI control increases seriously
with a large amplitude and oscillates sharply. After the fault is cleared at t = 3.3 s, the DC voltage takes
about 1.0 s to recover to the rated value and a continuous fluctuation appears in the recovery process.
When the flatness-based controller is adopted instead of traditional control, the DC-link overvoltage
can be reduced and DC voltage recovers to the rated value at t = 3.5 s without fluctuations. However,
the problem of DC voltage’s second harmonic oscillation cannot be solved by traditional control nor
the flatness-based control. It can be observed in Figure 9a3,b3 that the DC voltage oscillations are
effectively restrained by the harmonic compensation control, and the DC-link overvoltage is reduced
to a minor extent with the additional DC-link feedforward control compared to the flatness-based
control used alone. In the recovery process after the fault is removed, DC voltage is regulated back to
the nominal value rapidly without fluctuations.

Figure 9c1–f3 describes the grid-side active power and reactive power performances with different
control strategies. As shown in Figure 9c1,e1, the active and reactive power with traditional PI control
fluctuate with a large amplitude during fault conditions. When the flatness-based controller is used,
the active and reactive power display minor fluctuations during the grid fault. After the fault is
removed at t = 3.3 s, the active power and reactive power with flatness-based controller are adjusted to
the reference values with a rapid and smooth recovery while the power with traditional PI controller
takes a longer recovery process to the rated values. Like with the traditional control, the flatness-based
control cannot restrain the second harmonic oscillation of active power and reactive power. When the
harmonic compensation controller is used, the continuous oscillation of active power and reactive
power during grid fault can be effectively reduced at the same time.

As can be observed in Figure 9g1–g2 and h1–h2, the waveforms of the grid-side converter voltage
and current are seriously distorted when the traditional control is used or the flatness-based controller
is adopted independently. When the additional second harmonic compensation controller is used,
Figure 9g3,h3 shows that the waveforms of the voltage and current become smoother and less distorted.

The phase-to-phase grid fault conditions are also simulated to show the improvement of the
proposed additional second harmonic compensation control compared with the DDSRF-based dual-PI
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controller. In the simulations, the DDSRF-based control with the target to restrain the second harmonic
components of active power is defined as “DDSRF control I”; the DDSRF-based control with the
target to restrain the second harmonic components of reactive power is defined as “DDSRF control
II”. The proposed harmonic compensation controller is used independently without the proposed
differential flatness-based main controller and the additional DC voltage modification controller.

In the simulation plots below, Figure 10a1–a8 is the simulation results when the conventional PI
controller is used; Figure 10b1–b8 shows the simulation results when the DDSRF control I is adopted;
Figure 10c1–c8 is the simulation results when the DDSRF control II is used; Figure 10d1–d8 is the
simulation results when the proposed additional second harmonic compensation control is applied
independently without the proposed flatness-based main controller and the additional DC voltage
modification controller.

The plots in Figure 10b1–b6 shows that the second harmonic components of active power and DC
voltage decrease to a very low content with the regulation effect of DDSRF control I. As the current
reference is calculated to restrain the second harmonics of active power in DDSRF control I, the second
harmonic oscillation in reactive power cannot be restrained.

As can be seen in Figure 10c1–c6 the second harmonic pulsations of reactive power can be
restrained with the regulation effect of DDSRF control II. However, the second harmonic fluctuations
of active power and DC voltage still exist.

As shown in Figure 10d1–d6, with the regulation of the proposed additional harmonic
compensation controller, the second harmonic oscillations of active power, reactive power and DC
voltage can be all effectively restrained to a very low level.

From the simulation results of voltages and currents under different control schemes, the
waveforms of the voltages and currents with the proposed harmonic compensation controller become
smoother and less distorted.

According to the simulation results in Figures 8 and 10 the improvement and effectiveness of the
proposed additional second harmonic compensation control to simultaneously restrain the second
harmonic pulsations of active power, reactive power and DC voltage without the need to respectively
calculate current references of different control targets is validated compared with the conventional PI
control and DDSRF-based dual-PI control. As can be seen in the simulation plots in Section 4.2, the
integrated operation characteristics of PMSG-based wind power system under asymmetrical grid fault
can be more improved and robust by the regulation of the harmonic compensation control together
with the proposed flatness-based main controller and the additional DC voltage modification controller.
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Figure 10. Simulation results of phase-to-phase grid fault condition under different controllers. (a1) 

Udc (conventional control); (a2) Second harmonics of Udc (conventional control); (a3) P (conventional 

control); (a4) Second harmonics of P (conventional control); (a5) Q (conventional control); (a6) Second 

harmonics of Q (conventional control); (a7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer 

(conventional control); (a8) Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer (conventional control); 

(b1) Udc (DDSRF control I); (b2) Second harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control I); (b3) P (DDSRF control I); 

(b4) Second harmonics of P (DDSRF control I); (b5) Q (DDSRF control I); (b6) Second harmonics of Q 

(DDSRF control I); (b7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (b8) 

Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (c1) Udc (DDSRF control II); (c2) 

Second harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control II); (c3) P (DDSRF control II); (c4) Second harmonics of P 

(DDSRF control II); (c5) Q (DDSRF control II); (c6) Second harmonics of Q (DDSRF control II); (c7) 

Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control II); (c8) Currents at the low-voltage 

side of transformer (DDSRF control II); (d1) Udc (proposed additional harmonic control); (d2) Second 

harmonics of Udc (proposed additional harmonic control); (d3) P (proposed additional harmonic 

control); (d4) Second harmonics of P (proposed additional harmonic control); (d5) Q (proposed 

additional harmonic control); (d6) Second harmonics of Q (proposed additional harmonic control); 

(d7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer (proposed additional harmonic control); (d8) 

Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer (proposed additional harmonic control). 

5. Conclusions 

In order to improve the fault-tolerance and dynamic response capability of PMSG systems 

during asymmetrical grid fault, this paper adopts the differential flatness-based theory to design the 

main controller for grid-side VSC, which helps to improve the dynamic response capability and 

robustness of PMSG during external disturbances. In the additional controller for grid-side converter 

presented in this paper, the power transmission characteristics of PMSG grid-side system and DC-

link is analyzed in depth, a Quasi-PR controller-based second harmonic compensation control loop 

and a feedforward correction control method are proposed. With the combination of the main and 

additional controller, the swell and fluctuation of DC voltage and transmitted power are reduced 

significantly according to the simulated validation in PSCAD/EMTDC software. When the optimal 

integrated control scheme is used, the fault-tolerance capability and the dynamic response 

characteristics of PMSG-based wind turbine system can be effectively ameliorated. 
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Figure 10. Simulation results of phase-to-phase grid fault condition under different controllers.
(a1) Udc (conventional control); (a2) Second harmonics of Udc (conventional control); (a3) P
(conventional control); (a4) Second harmonics of P (conventional control); (a5) Q (conventional control);
(a6) Second harmonics of Q (conventional control); (a7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer
(conventional control); (a8) Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer (conventional control);
(b1) Udc (DDSRF control I); (b2) Second harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control I); (b3) P (DDSRF control I);
(b4) Second harmonics of P (DDSRF control I); (b5) Q (DDSRF control I); (b6) Second harmonics of Q
(DDSRF control I); (b7) Voltages at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (b8) Currents
at the low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control I); (c1) Udc (DDSRF control II); (c2) Second
harmonics of Udc (DDSRF control II); (c3) P (DDSRF control II); (c4) Second harmonics of P (DDSRF
control II); (c5) Q (DDSRF control II); (c6) Second harmonics of Q (DDSRF control II); (c7) Voltages at the
low-voltage side of transformer (DDSRF control II); (c8) Currents at the low-voltage side of transformer
(DDSRF control II); (d1) Udc (proposed additional harmonic control); (d2) Second harmonics of Udc

(proposed additional harmonic control); (d3) P (proposed additional harmonic control); (d4) Second
harmonics of P (proposed additional harmonic control); (d5) Q (proposed additional harmonic control);
(d6) Second harmonics of Q (proposed additional harmonic control); (d7) Voltages at the low-voltage
side of transformer (proposed additional harmonic control); (d8) Currents at the low-voltage side of
transformer (proposed additional harmonic control).

5. Conclusions

In order to improve the fault-tolerance and dynamic response capability of PMSG systems during
asymmetrical grid fault, this paper adopts the differential flatness-based theory to design the main
controller for grid-side VSC, which helps to improve the dynamic response capability and robustness
of PMSG during external disturbances. In the additional controller for grid-side converter presented in
this paper, the power transmission characteristics of PMSG grid-side system and DC-link is analyzed
in depth, a Quasi-PR controller-based second harmonic compensation control loop and a feedforward
correction control method are proposed. With the combination of the main and additional controller,
the swell and fluctuation of DC voltage and transmitted power are reduced significantly according to
the simulated validation in PSCAD/EMTDC software. When the optimal integrated control scheme is
used, the fault-tolerance capability and the dynamic response characteristics of PMSG-based wind
turbine system can be effectively ameliorated.
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